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Sophia always followed the rules. Her father, the conservative Senator riding on family values rhetoric, wouldn’t have it any other way. Except he has no idea how much she craves excitement and yearns to get out from under his oppressive thumb. When military-trained mercenaries kidnap her in the night, Sophia gets far more excitement than she ever wanted. But they don’t want ransom money for their new hostage and their leader looks at her like he wants to eat her alive and screw her to death, both at the same time.Hunt needs information
from the corrupt Senator and he’ll go to any lengths to get it. He has vowed revenge against the people responsible for turning him into a monster, and Sophia’s father is right at the top of his list. He will abuse and degrade her, if that’s what it takes to get what he needs. He will make a show of his daughter’s destruction to force the Senator’s hand. And the most twisted thing, is that he will make her like it. Her father has secrets and Sophia is about to pay for them.
The vampires didn't just kill my father. They turned him into a murderer. I don't know how they did it and I don't know why, but I do know one thing. I'm going to make them pay dearly for it.
From a dark, magic-ravaged world comes an enthralling new fantasy romance series. Five brothers, last of an ancient Alpha bloodline, each bound by fire and blood to their majestic dragons. She trespassed on his land. Now she is his to keep. While traveling to a dragon lord’s lair, Elora crosses forbidden land belonging to the lord’s brother, a viciously territorial alpha named Zendyor. Known for his legendary temper, Zendyor and his bonded dragon are feared across the realm… and now, because of one mistake, she must be turned over to him.
Though she has suffered tragedies through a long-waged war that would make most crumble, Elora is the ultimate optimist and looks to the future with hope. But nothing prepares her for the seductiveness of his fury. Terrified, she tries to avoid him and shine a light against the darkness that permeates his lair, but the alpha will not allow it. His dark attentions turn into a carnal obsession. Soon she is caught in his storm, unable to tell the difference between his never-ending fury and his primal hunger for her. When a sudden opportunity arises to
escape him, Elora discovers secrets about herself that crush her eternal optimism. But Zenyor will not allow her to evade his claim. As his rage reaches heights that threaten the realm, he wants everything she is. He may be the final battle she cannot survive. A LAIR SO PRIMAL is the third book in The Last Dragorai, an adult fantasy romance series. This series can be read as standalones but will be better enjoyed if read in order. Includes romance of a dark nature and a HEA.
From a dark, magic-ravaged world comes an enthralling new fantasy romance series. Five brothers, last of an ancient Alpha bloodline, each bound by fire and blood to their majestic dragons. Captive in a dragon lord’s lair. No memory. Stripped bare. I’mya awakens to find herself the property of Nyro—a rare and powerful Alpha bonded to a monstrous dragon. Like the other women in the lair, her only purpose is to satiate his every fantasy, but the beautiful omega is hiding a dark secret—even from herself. From the first explosive encounter
with Nyro, her incredible power is unleashed. His carnal desires feed the fire of her magic. Nyro’s captivation with her turns to possession, and I’mya becomes more than a plaything for him. But as shards of her memories puzzle back together, her mind finally unveils the compelling truth. A purpose much more sinister than pleasure. Passion. Obsession. Betrayal. I’mya must fulfill her quest, regardless of the cost. Nyro has conquered her body, but if he discovers the truth behind her presence in his lair… it is her life he will take. A LAIR SO
SINFUL is the first book in an adult fantasy romance standalone series. This story includes romance of a dark nature and a HEA.
Destroyed
Alpha
A Billionaire Werewolf Romance
Wild
A Dark Sci-Fi Romance
Promised to the Alphas

Nothing can keep these Alphas from their Omegas. In "Alpha's Omega," Remy meets Maya, an Omega with good reasons to distrust and avoid all Alphas, but he's determined to prove to her they aren't all bad. In "Buying His Omega," Ryder had no intention of spending a year of credits on the Omega in the box, but her pain is undeniable, and his Alpha instincts insist he has to rescue--and claim--Daisy. In "Claiming His Omega," Quinn helped rescue Azaria but walked away. He doesn't want an Omega, and she doesn't need an Alpha until events bring them back
together.
Revenge is what I live for...KaydenI stole Chloe away from the omega harem.She's only the means to take revenge.I mated her against her will.Soul bonded her without her consent.I took away all choice from her.I hurt her to get back at those who wronged me....I hadn't counted on developing feelings for her.She deserves better--tenderness, touches, kisses...None of which I can give her. I intend to destroy her.Ruin her.Take back what is MINEIncluding her...This is the first book in Kayden and Chloe's story in the emotional and action-packed Knotted Omega Series.
***Dystopian paranormal romance with Omegaverse mf flavor. Inside the pages: No cheating. Snarly, tattooed, possessive male who will do anything to claim what is HIS. 1-Click NOW
He will take her back - and make her his Drocco He allowed himself to be a fool for Cailyn once, but now she has gone too far. The insult of her attack and escape fuels his fury, and strengthens his need to have her submit to him once and for all. She will soon learn that, of the many mistakes she made, running from him was the worst. Cailyn With no home, family, or way of making a living, Cailyn begins to come to terms with the possibility of a new home and a new life in unfamiliar territory, however, when Drocco proves how far he will go to get her under his control,
she finds herself once again trapped-only this time, she is forced to contend with a monster that cannot be tamed. Crave to Capture is the second installment in the Myth of Omega serial, a dark, erotic, Omegaverse romance. Cliff-hanger included. If dominant Alpha anti-heroes, sassy Omega heroines, epic fantasy worlds and captive romances are your thing, start with Crave To Conquer (Book 1) Crave to Capture is an explicit reading experience from sexual scenes to violence and language. Includes disturbing situations and romance of a dark nature. For readers
aged 18 and over.
From a dark, magic-ravaged world comes an enthralling new fantasy romance series. Five brothers, last of an ancient Alpha bloodline, each bound by fire and blood to their majestic dragons. She was saved by a dragon lord. And now he thinks he owns her. Rescued as a baby by Tyomar, a powerful alpha bonded to a fierce dragon, Oshali was raised in a secluded sanctum. Historic tales of adventure and epic love captivate her, and sheʼs convinced there is a breathtaking world beyond the sanctumʼs walls. Twenty-five years later, she is now the liaison between the
sanctum and Tyomarʼs notorious clan… and his visits are equally rousing and nerve-racking. The rules of the sanctum forbid him from seeing her face, but she is in awe of his intense good-looks and charm, even though she knows he still sees her as a child. When Oshali accepts an assignment to travel across dangerous war-torn lands without her veil, Tyomar is furious. His overbearing protection reveals a fierce, dark possession. Insatiable fire ignites between them. And the passionate tension erupts into something deliciously carnal. Yet Oshali knows Tyomar is a
threat to her heart and her freedom. He refuses to leave her side, and she refuses to tolerate his controlling interference. When a shocking revelation about her heritage exposes a deception, Oshali must choose where her loyalties lie, knowing Tyomar wonʼt easily relinquish what he has decided is his. A LAIR SO LOYAL is the second book in The Last Dragorai, a steamy fantasy romance series. This series can be read as standalones but will be better enjoyed if read in order. Includes a HEA.
Alpha's Omega (MF Omegaverse SF Romance)
A Lair So Loyal
Ruthless King: A Dark Mafia Fated-Mate Omegaverse Romance
Stolen by Darkness
Bounty
A Savage Alpha Shifter Romance
A forbidden attraction drives an all-consuming hunger, but breaking the rules comes at a dangerous price. Travis – the formerly human, former sheriff turned immortal incubus – wants nothing more than to hide from his past. Well, that and seduce every willing female he can find. After months of going incognito in the mortal world, he stumbles onto a strange woman whose beauty captivates him even while her haughty attitude drives him insane. The bad news? She's being hunted by a trio of gods and an army of elemental bounty hunters, all determined to capture her for reasons she claims not to know. Stuck with protecting her, Travis may realize she's his fated mate – or drag them both down into
oblivion.
He obtained her – and now she must obey The Alpha Prince Brutality and tradition are a way of life for ferocious tribe leader, Kardos. Born different from the other princes, he strives to be the best--to earn his place and prove his worth. After negotiating for a rare Omega not seen in his Land for over one hundred years, he is keen to present her to the High Chief and gain the recognition he deserves. It doesn't matter that she has mesmerizing beauty, or that her manner is too mild for his culture. It doesn’t matter that deep down, a craving burns strong to keep her for himself. She must accept her fate – and so must he. The Omega Gift Sheltered all her life, Omega Shaya found joy in the gardens of her
home, the protection of her sister, and the simplicity of her life. But when the decision to save her sister suddenly puts her in the possession of a fierce tribal warrior, she begins to understand that life can be savage, and painful, and complex. Alone, and with no way to protect herself, Shaya is determined to overcome the harsh treatment of a culture she doesn’t understand, but when she finds herself attracted to the Alpha's dominance, she has to find a way to resist him so he doesn’t break her completely; body, mind, and heart. Own To Obey is the first book in this couple’s story, but the seventh installment of the Myth of Omega series. This is a dark, steamy, Omegaverse romance. Cliff-hanger included.
For fans of barbarian Alpha anti-heroes, sweet but savvy Omega heroines, epic fantasy worlds, and captive romances. Discover a magical kind of dark... Own To Obey includes romance and situations of a dark nature. Some aspects of this story may be sensitive for some readers. For ages 18 and over
As payment for her father's debt, he wants: Her At his mercy For three nights Notorious outlaw Maddoc follows no rules. When he walks into the palace demanding repayment for a debt no one knew existed, he wants only one thing. The Omega princess. Protected and revered, Ana struggles to find control in a life planned for her from the moment she was born. When she is forced to give three nights to a dark, lawless Alpha, his primal touch turns her world to chaos. But the more she tries to resist, the deeper she is sucked into the intense savagery he has saved just for her. A SAVAGE DEBT is the first installment of the Beholden Duet, a fantasy Omegaverse romance that explores themes of justice,
punishment, and dark, savage love. For fans of Alpha anti-heroes and sassy heroines. Cliffhanger included. This story features romance and situations of a dark nature.
She is nothing more to him than a means to obtain children. When she is released from the stasis she voluntarily entered, the world that greets Emily Harding is far from what she expected. It more closely resembles a post-apocalyptic novel than the rolling green Tennessee hills she’s left behind. Worse than that, it seems that the rule of law is a thing of the past, and that society has devolved into what it was thousands of years ago – feudal tribes warring with each other over precious and rare supplies, which includes females. One type of female in particular. It is raw, unforgiving, and animalistic. Much like the behavior of the man who takes her captive and holds her there, forcing her to learn that even she is
not unaffected by the changes that have been wrought on the world, proving to her time and time again that she is nothing more to him than a means to obtain children. And making her scream in agonizing pleasure as he does so. Publisher’s Note: The Alpha's Woman is a dark tale with some explicit themes.
The Dark Fae Trilogy Book One
A Free Paranormal Dark Romance Novel
Alpha's Temptation
A Reverse Harem Omegaverse Dark Romance
A Savage Debt
A Dark Mafia Shifter Romance
She never wanted to be Omega. Ianthe keeps her freedom because her dynamic is a carefully guarded secret. Omegas are rare and highly prized, but they have no rights. An Omega is the property of whatever Alpha is strong enough to claim her. Ianthe toils in the slums, pretending to be Beta, so she can hide from a world that wants to make her a pet in a gilded cage. Legion, the Alpha and brutal cartel boss, believes her to be Beta. When he discovers
her deception, nothing will stop him from claiming her. But they will both be put to the test by the corruption that plagues the city of Pandora. Legion wants to keep her in a gilded cage like a favored pet, but Ianthe craves freedom in a world that refuses to allow it. He is the only one who can protect her body, but his obsession threatens to consume her soul. OMEGAS OF PANDORA, VOLUME ONE is a 107,000 word novel featuring an over-the-top Alpha in
a dystopian world and enough heat to burn. It has previously been published as a series of novellas, but can be read as a STANDALONE and ends with a happily ever after. Contains the following previously published novellas: Omega's Deception, Omega's Capture and Omega's Binding
Broken and damaged, Quinn refuses to be destroyed. She rages against the bond Tobias Kahler forced her to complete between them, denying the pull of her claim set into his soul that fateful day. Struggling against the power of his will, she won't become the smiling, placid thing he attempts to mold her to be. An unseen foe seeks to take matters into their own hands, threatening Quinn and everything she holds dear. Forced to cling to Tobias for
support and strength with the constant threat, he's thrown into a whole new light. One where Quinn faces seeing him for more than the monster she's feared and hated. Amidst their violent past and ever turbulent future, they must learn to accept one another as they are or in this final battle, much more than bodies will lay broken. Destroyed is the third and final book in the Omega's Destruction Trilogy, a raw and thrilling Omegaverse tale. It is not
a traditional romance, containing dark themes and complete power exchange. Scenes are not glossed over, which may be distressing for some readers.
The beast-men of the Urgal Mountains were said to have been a race that had ages past been warped by the magic of dark alchemy. For Rose Almander they are nothing but stories for scaring children and the ignorant. An educated woman and a cast-out alchemist of the Order, she has more to worry about than fictional monsters lurking in the wooded mountains. Like, staying under the cover of semi-obscurity from other mages by working as a perfumer.
Although it is not what she would have dreamed of and trained for, the coin is enough to soothe her bruised ego. Yet, when she's commissioned by the queen to create a fragrance to bewitch, Rose must obtain the Forial Rose that grows only in the depths of the mountain forests. With a fortune promised and no one available to procure it for her, and her own life on the line should she fail, Rose must face the wilderness and a monster of legend not seen
in generations. The lupi were created to be guardians, the wolves of the mountain that was said to separate the worlds. There, the dark alchemist once reined, his chaotic art keeping the balance between worlds. When the time came for the mage to leave the abode he built, he trained the first among the lupi, Siras, in the arts so that his successor would be found and prepared to rule the mountain. As centuries pass with no heir in place, the presence
of a mage in the forest is greeted with high expectations from Siras. But it is a dangerous path for the female. She must prove her dominance with her magic for the lupi to submit. Only then will she be able to bind herself to the mountain as its queen. Saris must push her, punish her, and consume her so that she can rise and take her place upon the alchemist's throne. Only then will he serve her, his dark mistress and beloved.Rose was captured by a
beast, but he discovered the monster within her.This is not a fairytale retelling. This is a monster romances that deals with concepts of spiritual alchemy, sorcery, monsters and mystic symbolism. Please be aware that this book contains dub-con, as well as dark and horror themes. It may not be suited for everyone. This includes a brief almost-started group scene. It is a M/F romance.
Unapologetically raw and deliciously filthy, Shepherd & Claire's dark, gritty story is an emotional punch to the gut!" - Anna Zaires, New York Times bestselling author I'm far more than possessive when it comes to my female. I am obsessed with her scent, her form, her determination to resist me. She longs to be free, yet sings when I stroke her. She swears she will never forgive me for forcing a pair-bond between us, yet melts at the sound of my
purr. I have the unwilling Omega right where I want her. And I will lie, manipulate, and even kill to keep her under my control. The first book in Addison Cain's exciting, raw, and suspense-filled Paranormal series is an addictive Dark Romance that will keep you up long past your bedtime.
Primal Possession
A Lair So Sinful
Unbidden Hunger
Alpha King
Doppelgänger
Forbidden Flame: A Dark Mafia Omegaverse Fated-Mates Romance Novella

A dark and edgy romance that will appeal to fans of erotic and turbulent relationships . . . In the near future, the Krinar rule the Earth. An advanced race from another galaxy, they are still a mystery to us – and we are completely at their mercy. Shy and innocent, Mia Stalis is a college student in New York City who has led a very normal life. Like most people, she’s never had any interactions with the invaders –
until one fateful day in the park changes everything. Having caught Korum’s eye, she must now contend with a powerful, dangerously seductive Krinar who wants to possess her and will stop at nothing to make her his own. How far would you go to regain your freedom? How much would you sacrifice to help your people? What choice will you make when you begin to fall for your enemy? WARNING: This book contains strong sexual
content and explicit language and is not suitable for readers under 18.
MINE TO PROTECT. MINE TO PUNISH. MINE. I’m a lone wolf, and I like it that way. Banished from my birth pack after a bloodbath, I never wanted a mate. Then I meet Kylie. My temptation. We’re trapped in an elevator together, and her panic almost makes her pass out in my arms. She’s strong, but broken. And she’s hiding something. My wolf wants to claim her. But she’s human, and her delicate flesh won't survive a wolf's
mark. I'm too dangerous. I should stay away. But when I discover she's the hacker who nearly took down my company, I demand she submit to my punishment. And she will. Kylie belongs to me. Publisher’s Note: Alpha’s Temptation is a stand-alone book in the Bad Boy Alphas series. HEA guaranteed, no cheating.
"Zeus is the alpha of alphas." - Lenka, Goodreads She belongs to me... Just a glimpse and I know she was MINE. She isn't like any other omega I've met, I hadn't anticipated this need for her.I should have stayed away...Yet, I can't leave without her.There's a twisted, yearning, full of fear and anger inside me. For her...No one can stop me, from breaking herFrom making her mine...She belongs to me...This is the
15,000-word prequel to the Knotted Omega Series. ***Paranormal dystopian romance with Omegaverse mf flavorInside the pages: No cheating. Snarly, tattooed, possessive male who will do anything to claim his soulmate. 1-CLICK NOW.
I'm his mate. That makes me his weakness. A girl going into heat in the middle of a press conference, surrounded by Alpha politicians who didn't plan to show the world their true, volatile nature? Causes a bit of mayhem. Being the girl whose first heat made every mayoral candidate go into a rut on national television...? I thought the utter humiliation sucked-that losing my job for something out of my control was as
awful as it got. I was wrong. He came from the shadows. Told me I belong to him. And then... Then he showed me exactly what that means. But powerful as my Alpha suitor is, his ruthless possessiveness might be the ruin of us both. I am not a trinket. I am not a thing to own. And I will never surrender.
Ruled
Taming Their Omega: A Reverse Harem Omegaverse Dark Romance
Corruption of the Rose
Born to be Bound
Close Liaisons (The Krinar Chronicles: Volume 1)
Born to be Bound (Alpha's Claim Book One)
Six angry alphas versus one bratty omega.I thought I was smarter than everyone else. That I could manipulate those around me.I was wrong.Now all these alphas have united to kidnap me and drag me to the middle of nowhere. They plan to use my body and break my spirit. I won't be free until I surrender to their every demand. I'm their little omega prisoner, and they can do whatever they want to me.But what if they want to make me theirs?(Taming Their Omega is a standalone paranormal dark reverse harem romance. For mature readers only!)
Omega Maya keeps to herself working the fringes of known space to salvage derelict ships and other resources. She wants nothing to do with Alphas, so when Remy shows up at her current salvage operation, she’s at first displeased. He soon starts to win her over, but when her suppressant stops working, and he realizes she’s an Omega, he’s intent on claiming her. Maya doesn’t want to be any Alpha’s Omega, even Remy’s. Can she enjoy the pleasure he offers without surrendering everything she is and believes in or succumbing to her biological imperative to submit? Remy’s been
searching for his Omega for years, and he’s convinced he’s found her in Maya. She stirs his need to love and protect, and it pains him that she doesn’t want what he’s offering. He understands the traumas in her past, but can he help her overcome them to embrace a future together?
Shailyn knew living in a small town would be different than the city she grew up in, but she didn’t realize how difficult it was going to be. The Alphas there didn’t believe in suppressants, and they prevent her from ordering more so she wouldn’t infect the other omegas with her progressive thinking. She wouldn’t let their outdated views suppress her right to choose, but it left her with no option but to go back to the city for more. Alone.
Justice Lonesome has enjoyed a life of bounty. Even so, she’s inherited the curse of the Lonesome. A poet’s soul. Which means she’s still searching for something. Searching for peace. Searching for the less…that’s more. And when the foundation of her life is pulled out from under her, grieving, she goes to the mountains to find her oasis. She hits Carnal, Colorado and decides to stay. Deke Hightower lost everything at the age of two. He lost it again at fifteen. His life has not been about bounty. It’s been about learning to live with less, because there’s no way to get more. Deke’s also
watched all his friends go down to the women who gave them what they needed. He wants that for himself. But he knows that search isn’t going to be easy because he’s a rider. His home is the road. That’s the only place he can breathe. And the woman who takes her place at his side has to do it sitting on the back of his bike. When Deke meets Justice, he knows she’s not that woman. She’s cute. She’s sweet. And she’s into him, but she’s got it all and Deke knows he won’t fit into that. So he holds her at arm’s length. Establishes boundaries. And Justice will take it because she wants Deke any
way he’ll let her have him. But when Justice finds herself a pawn in a dangerous game, Deke makes a decision. When he does, he has no idea he’s just opened himself up to bounty.
Primal Mate
Wanted by the Alpha
Immaculate
Trident Security Book 4
Born to be Broken (Alpha’s Claim, Libro Due)
A Lair So Primal
When a ruthless general attempts to seize power after the king's death, Princess Calli Dywin is left with no choice but to search the city's underworld for the creature called Drake, the only one her father told her she could trust. But Drake has his own plans, both for the city and for Calli...
Hailey Knowles fled Withershear Garrison after the last Beta died. She survived the crash-landing on Jade Island. A rich woman who bears a striking resemblance to her makes an offer she can't refuse. An offer this sweet has to have strings attached. By the time she realizes what those strings are, she's held prisoner by an Alpha with a score to settle with the woman who set her up. A massive Alpha who doesn't take no for an answer.Baron Michaels is an
Alpha with a vendetta. Torture the woman who betrayed him with his enemy. But there's a problem. A young doppelgänger is taken by mistake. By the time he learns the truth, she's been punished in his ex-fiancée's place. But that's not all. The woman is an Omega who hasn't taken heat suppressants in the three days she's been held in his mansion. Baron can't fight Alpha instincts when the beautiful Omega suddenly goes into estrus. By the time he realizes
his mate needs more than punishment and isolation, she's taken by an underground government determined to raise an army of feral Alphas. Can Baron save his mate in time? Or will One World force her into their breeding program?Warning: This book contains mature content and sexual situations as well as potentially triggering material (kidnapping, physical violence, power exchanges) intended for adults 18+. If you are offended or triggered by such
material, please do not buy the book.
Tyson Savage is even wilder as a man than he is as a wolf!This paranormal shifter romance has biting, knotting, and a protective and possessive supernatural wolf shifter who catches the scent of his fated mate and decides nothing is going to stop him from making her his. Not even her reluctance...Ivy's weekend misadventure in the sticks goes from bad to worse when she hits an animal with her car and winds up in a ditch. One minute, she's faced with a
giant black wolf and the next, he's transformed into a naked man before her eyes. And he insists - she's coming home with him. Tyson hasn't been in man form for years, for very specific reasons. Instead, he's chosen to stay a wolf, deep in the forest. He didn't grow up with his pack and he doesn't have a solid understanding of human or shifter nature. All he knows is Ivy is meant to be his.A sexy shifter romance.This is a DD Prince book, which means
you get a BIG book (nearly 500 pages) with lots of Kindle-melting sexy times, some laugh-out-loud moments, a few twists, some angst, and a whole lot of feels. This isn't one of DD's typical dark romances, there's mostly light here, but there is some darker subject matter. If you're not a dark romance lover or are sensitive to triggers, this might not be your thing.
"Bello e devastante, sensuale ma poetico, Born to be Broken di Addison Cain è l'esempio perfetto del perché lei è una maestra di questo genere". - Jane Henry, Autrice Bestselling dello USA Today. Disperatamente innamorato... Lottando per domare la compagna che ha legato contro il suo volere, Shepherd scopre che la sola determinazione non può far sì che una donna lo ami di rimando. Nessuna quantità di attenzioni -- nemmeno le più elevate cime del
piacere fisico -- gli ha permesso di guadagnarsi il suo perdono. Per questo motivo, vada al diavolo il perdono. Ci sono altri modi per ottenere la sottomissione della sua donna. Claire obbedirà, accetterà il loro legame. Lo adorerà. Non ha scelta. Dopotutto, Shepherd ha in pugno le vite delle sue amiche. Il tenero cuore della sua compagna non permetterà mai che gli venga fatto del male. Un cuore che sarà suo, a qualsiasi costo. parola chiave: Da
nemici ad amanti, Romanzo Dark, Romanzo Psicologico, Distopico, Triangolo amoroso, Distopia, Sottomissione, Maschio Alpha, suspence, paranormale, menage, romanzo erotico, MF Omegaverse, Omegaverse, Omegaverse romance, possessive alpha male dark romance, Dark romance, psychological romance, gothic romance, paranormal romance, dystopian, dystopian romance, complete power exchange, seductive romance, A/B/O, Alpha Omega. Alpha Hero, Antihero, antihero
romance, antihero dark romance, Suffering Heroine, Obsessive Hero, abduction to love, Abuse of Power, beauty and the beast, blackmail, passionate lovers, knotting, tortured heroine, tragic past, unrequited love, virgin, sexually romantic books, series, romantic suspense, collections, anthologies, jealous possessive romance, forbidden romance, hunted female, angsty alpha romance, series, collection
Hunted by the Feral Alpha
Topping the Alpha
Omegaverse M/F Romance
Renegade
A Dark Fantasy Romance
Omegas of Pandora
He s the most brutal Alpha crime boss in the galaxy̶and she belongs to him now. Payment for a debt owed. Pawn for an act of vengeance. Property to be used, knotted, and bred. Irresistibly gorgeous mafia king Nikolai Skolov is dominant, hard, possessive̶and determined to bend innocent omega Dahlia Lundin to his will. But she is equally determined to resist. The lives of those she loves depend upon it. Except Dahlia isn t prepared for the insatiable hunger the Alpha s discipline awakens. Or her soul s recognition that her new master is also her fated mate. As dangers mount and betrayals
loom, all Dahlia knows is turned on its head. Allegiances are tested. Secrets exposed. Until Dahlia is not sure if her ruthless enemy is the monster who will destroy her or the only one left who can save her . . . Ruthless King: A Dark Mafia Omegaverse Fated-Mates Romance is a scorching HOT standalone novel that includes: A ruthless alien mafia boss An innocent heroine growing into her power Warring families A forced marriage A fated Alpha-omega bond A long-suffering hero waiting years to claim his female Plenty of hot and filthy Omegaverse action Betrayal, murder, and revenge Serious plot twists
And an epic romance that proves love will always triumph over hate.
***Only available on Google Play until January 17th!*** Getting involved with your brothers friend and employee is never a good idea, but after being dominated by Jake Donovan for one night, Nick Sawyer wants more. A Navy SEAL, Nick s been the alpha in every relationship he s ever had, but now finds himself craving to submit to Jake again. The problem is Jake s determined that will never happen. Thrown together to help a girl in danger, Nick starts breaking through Jake s defenses, but when things go awry, Jake must confront the ghosts from his past before he can ever think about a
future. Nick just hopes that future includes him. ***The Trident Security series contains elements of the BDSM lifestyle, sensual romance, nail-biting suspense, and happily-ever-afters. The Trident Security Series: Book 1 - Leather & Lace (Devon & Kristen) Book 2 - His Angel (Ian & Angie) Book 3 - Waiting For Him (Boomer & Kat) Book 3.5 - Not Negotiable: A Novella (Parker & Shelby) Book 4 - Topping the Alpha (Jake & Nick) Book 5 - Watching From the Shadows (Marco & Harper) Book 5.5 - Whiskey Tribute: A Novella (Curt & Dana) Book 6 - Tickle His Fancy (Brody & Fancy) Book 7 - Absolving His Sins (Carter
& Jordyn) Book 7.5 - Option Number Three (Mitch, Tyler, & Tori) The books of the Trident Security Series can be read as stand-alones, however, for optimum enjoyment they are best read in order.
"A brilliantly told, perversely macabre tale." ‒Zoe Blake, USA Today bestselling author Pious and pure, obedient and worthy, convent reared Lady Agnese has finally come of age. Powerful beyond measure and willing to any commit sin in service to God, Cardinal Beluni holds the young beauty s soul in his well-manicured fingers. He takes her confession, and then he takes everything else. This sacrilegious tale is not for the faint of heart. IMMACULATE is a tale of pure horror by USA Today bestselling author Addison Cain. Keywords: sacrilegious, religious horror, every trigger warning, trigger warning,
dark horror, profane, psychological horror, gothic horror, complete power exchange, tortured heroine, no HEA, Antihero, antihero, Suffering Heroine, Obsessive Hero, abduction, Abuse of Power, blackmail, tragic past, forbidden acts, hunted female, horror, suspense, standalone, short story, novella
With the unique ability to see pixies, trolls, and Fae comes danger. And Serafina Richards is about to learn just how much. Off to college with her best friend, Sera can't wait to embark on new adventures, but she never expected one of them would involve her being stolen away by Fae sentries. Upon arriving in Fae territory, she learns her fate isn't to become a nurse, as she had always dreamed, but rather to compete against twenty-three other women in a contest full of untold danger and high-risk tasks. She can return to Earth and a normal life if she completes the contest victorious, but dangerous
forests, life-threatening obstacles, and soul-sucking monsters are the least of Sera's worries. The Seelie Prince and Unseelie King have taken an interest in her, and it's marked her as enemy number one to her fellow contestants. Fans of Bella Forrest and Faith Hunter will be glued to the pages as they read to find out if Sera will finish the contest...or be stuck in the Fae Realm forever in STOLEN BY DARKNESS by USA Today bestselling author Samantha Britt. Scroll up and one click to start this highly addicting paranormal fantasy series.
A Dark Horror Novel
Trained For Their Pleasure
Omega, Suppressed
Hidden Gems Dark Omegaverse Series Book One
Own To Obey
Un Romanzo Dark Romance

“Unapologetically raw and deliciously filthy, Shepherd & Claire's dark, gritty story is an emotional punch to the gut!” - Anna Zaires, New York Times bestselling author Every bit as ruthless as his reputation suggests… Shepherd ravages both Claire and her conquered city, refusing to let either slip through his fingers. He steals Claire's innocence and future by forcing a pair-bond on the rare, unwilling Omega female. Violent, calculating, and incapable of remorse, he demands his new mate's adoration. Her attention. Her body. Publisher's Note: The first book in Addison Cain's exciting, raw, and suspense-filled Paranormal
series is a Dark Romance featuring complete power exchange. Keywords: FREE BOOK, MF Omegaverse, Omegaverse, Omegaverse romance, possessive alpha male dark romance, Dark romance, psychological romance, gothic romance, paranormal romance, dystopian, dystopian romance, complete power exchange, seductive romance, A/B/O, Alpha Omega. Alpha Hero, Antihero, antihero romance, antihero dark romance, Suffering Heroine, Obsessive Hero, abduction to love, Abuse of Power, beauty and the beast, blackmail, passionate lovers, knotting, tortured heroine, tragic past, unrequited love, virgin, sexually
romantic books, series, romantic suspense, collections, anthologies, jealous possessive romance, forbidden romance, hunted female, angsty alpha romance
I never really thought I'd be captured... Despite being born an Omega, I refused to spend my life in a facility, waiting for a suitable Alpha to claim me as his. Instead, with the help of my family, I broke the law, hiding among the Betas, trying to live a normal life. I enjoyed five years of freedom... ...then they caught me. Now I've been chosen by Arius, the second most powerful Alpha in Sandor. The moment my scent reached him, overcome by the rut, he had to take me. As his mate, I can have anything my heart desires - anything he has the power to give. The only thing I don't have is a choice.
He's out for revenge. She's out to escape. Neither intends to fall in love. His instructions are simple: do not open the bag. To escape exile and enact revenge, crime boss Magnus Avitus agrees to play the part of errand boy. But when the volatile package he’s been tasked with delivering begins to squirm, he has to take a peek. He never expects to come face-to-face with her. Or to have everything inside him roar "mine." Her plans are simple: escape the bag and those intent on using her. But when omega Amora Rose's prison is unpacked before she can free herself, she is claimed by ferocious, scarred warlord who makes her
heart whisper "mine." Except she has a secret that’s about to send all their simple plans up in flames. Forbidden Flame is a scorching-hot, standalone novella in the Dark Mafia Omegaverse Fated-Mates world of the Ruthless Warlords series. Like the other stories in this world it contains: A ruthless alien mafia boss A strong heroine A fated omega bond Plenty of hot omegaverse action And an epic romance that proves forbidden love can triumph over hate. If you like your love stories DARK and KNOTTED, Forbidden Flame will heat you up and leave you oh-so-satisfied. There is no cliffhanger, and a HOT happily-everafter is guaranteed.
"One of the most original and creative worlds I've read in a long time. Gritty, raw, and absolutely captivating." ~Alta Hensley, USA Today Bestselling Author
A disgraced prince banished for his crimes, he's now nothing more than a common criminal. Injured. Full of hate. He lost everything... until he found her.
A rare prize many would kill to claim, she has no business in the wild beyond. Surviving amongst vicious animals, contending with rejects and monsters. But survive she does.
Defiant to the whims of fate, she dares resist... determined to live free. Mastered by no man.
Greedy, desperate to possess such a treasure, Sinadim would see her bow at his feet and birth him an army, a legion of hybrid soldiers to march on the Silver City.
She is the key to his revenge. A vessel of vengeance.
Fight though she tries, her body makes demands she cannot deny...
Soon, she will come to him—and she will beg. With her, Sinadim will rise to reclaim his throne.
But he is not the only contender... And the hunt has begun... Publisher’s Note: Each pulse-pounding, tension filled page of this Paranormal Romance features a gritty heroine desperate to remain free of the criminals who seek to claim her for their own. If being helpless to the whims of monsters offends you, please do not purchase.
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A Dark Omegaverse Romance
Captive of the Alpha
Contemporary Science Fiction Romance
A Darkverse Romance Novel
Crave to Capture
Galactic Alphas (MF Omegaverse SciFi Romance Compilation)
It happened at the worst possible time... Nobody knows my terrible secret - not my friends, not my colleagues, not even my powerful father. All this time, I've been living and working amongst them as a respected, high-powered Alpha woman. The only thing saving me from certain ruin and the destruction of my dreams are the suppressants I take daily, the medication I've been using to hide in plain sight. Because, in
truth, I'm an Omega. And then the unthinkable happens. The suppressants stop working in a crowded room full of Alpha men, one of whom decides we're fated to be together. He will pursue me until I surrender but while my body craves him, I refuse to give up my life to become nothing more than an Alpha's mate...
They'll make me their mate.All I ever wanted was to be like everybody else. But I'm not. I'm an omega, subject to my pack's rules and traditions.Without my knowledge, my parents promised my hand in marriage to two alphas.Each.Now all four alphas are saying I'm theirs, and I'm bound by shifter law to be their mate.If they can unlock my submissive nature, maybe they can make me fall in love with them.But does love even
matter when I was promised to the alphas?(Promised to the Alphas is a standalone paranormal reverse harem romance with dark elements. For mature readers only!)
'm a Beta. I'm not supposed to be with an Alpha. But he's taking me anyway. Both him and his brother. A Beta can be trained, he says. Trained to satisfy an Alpha. And so my training begins. Trained For Their Pleasure is a MFM fantasy Omegaverse with two barbarian Alphas determined to own their sweet but stubborn Beta mate! *Standalone novel with HEA.
She had never heard the word Omega. When Aura crash lands on an alien planet, she finds herself surrounded by feral Alphas males. She doesn’t understand what has made them this way, but her only option is to run. They look like men, but act like animals and are consumed by the desire to take her in the most depraved ways. Ways that would literally tear her apart. All except one. Castor is so much more than he seems.
But right now, he is the only thing standing between this strange girl and the dangerous Alpha prowling the Forbidden Zone. He has maintained his sanity while trapped in the wasteland but at great cost. The urge to claim her for his own overwhelms his fragile hold on control. He will protect the confused Omega from the Alphas intent on doing her harm, but he will also claim her for his own. Alpha’s Temptation is the
fourth book in the Omega’s of Pandora series, but is the first in Castor and Aura’s story. It may be enjoyed without having read previous installments. This is dark, Omegaverse romance with a cliffhanger.
The Alpha's Woman
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